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Cloud City needs a revolution, but who is the culprit? Is it the

greedy corporate overlords? The mumbling middle managers?

Or is it every one of us, silent and complacent?

The real challenge is that there isn’t a

single villain to overthrow.



Sir, it might not be my place to say, 
but if we keep expanding at this rate,

there’s a big chance the tech
bubble is going to burst…

You’re right,
it’s not your
place to say.

Dismissed!

We need to keep
riding the momentum.

Successful cloud usage
will see…

…unprecedented growth!



I was think ing,
could we not use

the cloud resources
more efficiently?

Well, it’s in the company’s interest
to be as cost-effective as possible.
I’m sure they’re already think ing of

ways to make the most out of the cloud.
they need to make money, right?

Progress always
seeks efficiency!!!



I sometimes wonder if
we could do more…

I think you’ll find
that it’s too late.

Not if you have
your best people

on the job.

Pardon the interruption,
but I think there's

a perspective
shift overdue.

We’re doing everything we
can, but the cost of progress is

undeniable. It’s probably not your job
to worry about that anyway.



EXECUTING...

RUN

MEANWHILE..

Let’s put it in terms
you can understand.

being smart about your
resources can save you

billions!



Against the inertia of complacency, against the belief that progress

can't be sustainable. It's a rebellion that starts in the minds of those who care.

Revolution in Cloud City is not a moment,

it’s a movement - a movement that will

only work if each one of us takes a stand. 



It’s time to stop listening to the

“corporate wisdom” and start

thinking past tomorrow.

It’s time to promote openness,

collaboration, flexibility, and

order in I.T. 

which will eventually encourage

sustainability across the

whole organization.



TO BE CONTINUED...

We can celebrate now,
but this is far from over.

Next stop - government
regulation.




